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John Rignall 
George Eliot and the Politics of National Inheritance 

by Bemard Semmel (Oxford University Press, 1994), pp. 168 

This is a study of George Eliot's political imagination which traces the theme of inheri
tance through her fiction, taking it both in its ordinary sense of property bequeathed from 
one generation to another and in the extended sense of the transmission of a nation's cul
ture and traditions. The theme is important in that it shows George Eliot's response to the 
alienating conditions of modem society an~ defines her - with 'her deep sense of depen
dence on the past, her commitment to the English political tradition, and her vision of 
English nationality' - as an essentially conservative thinker in the tradition of Burke and 
Coleridge. If there is in Si/as Marner and F elix Holt a recognition that individuals may he 
justified in rejecting their inheritance, the emphasis in late works such as Daniel Deronda 
falls on the binding and sustaining power of cultural traditions inherited from the past. 

The author is an historian of ideas and the strength of his study lies in the way that he elu
cidates George Eliot's thinking and relates it to its wider intellectual context. He points 
out how her admiring essay on Riehl, 'The Natural History of Gennan Life' , is designed 
to persuade a cosmopolitan liberal audience of the importance of national character, and 
that this explains why she excludes any mention of Riehl's anti-Semitism from her sum
mQIy of his work. It must be, Semmel argues, a tactical omission rather than an oversight. 
He also sets out clearly the combination of attraction and repulsion which characterizes 
her relationship to Comte's Positivism: she accepts its moral teaching but rejects the 
authoritarianism and utopianism involved in Comte's model of a new society. The fact 
that the English Positivists in the 1860s and 1870s were far more radical than Comte, 
believing in the need for revolutionary class warfare, could only increase her disaffection. 
Both Romola and Middlemarch are seen as challenging Comtean doctrines, the one by 
showing Savonarola's utopian, proto-Comtean state to be the enemy of freedom and indi
vidual happiness, the other by promoting the politics of compromise and taking a melior
ist view of the British parliamentary state. Increasingly George Eliot comes to stress the 
importance of the national culture and its inherited traditions, and in so doing she is clos
er, Semmel suggests, to pisraeli than to Gladstone and his liberal cosmopolitanism 
'(although I am not persuaded that the young Disraeli served as a model for Ladislaw). And 
in an interesting epilogue he compares her view of the national tradition to the patriotic 
beliefs expressed by George Orwell during the Second World War - his 'devotion to a 
particular place and a particular way of life' and his view of English civilization as con
tinuous, persisting and organic. Like Orwell George Eliot is not a nationalist who believes 
in imposing on other peoples, but a patriot who holds to the inherited values of her own 
culture as opposed to the levelling unifonnity of cosmopolitanism. 

The development of George Eliot's thinking on culture and tradition, and the varied impli
cations of the theme of inheritance, are lucidly expounded and admirably contextualized, 
but the discussWtt of the novels themselves is less interesting. Semmel gives brief sum-
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maries of plots and themes to advance his general argument and makes some suggestive 
connections with the novels of Scott, but in tracing, so to speak, the official line of her 
thinking, he neglects the capacity of fiction to complicate matters by including radical 
counter-currents to the main stream of the writer's thoughts. Thus in Daniel Deronda the 
experience of Deronda's mother, the A1chirisi, questions the meaning and the home the 
hero finds in the inherited traditions of Jewish culture by showing how, for a woman bent 
on realizing her own potential, that same inheritance is simply oppressive. In general the 
woman's perspective that is expressed in the fiction may commonly question the conser
vatism of consciously held views. The conservative, or liberal-conservative, George Eliot 
who emerges from this study may, indeed, be too easily aligned with the established struc
ture and values of the culture which her novels critically explore. Feminist criticism, with 
its attention to subversive and interrogative sub-texts, would certainly want to question the 
acceptance of patriarchy which this politics of national inheritance would seem to imply. 
Such close critical analysis is not part of Professor Semmel' s project, but one of the effects 
of his clearly argued and informative study may be precisely to provoke it. 
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